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Abstract

In recent years, a growing number of studies are being conducted into the effectiveness of digital game-based learning (DGBL). Despite this growing interest, there is a lack of sound empirical evidence on the effectiveness of DGBL due to different outcome measures for assessing effectiveness, varying methods of data collection and inconclusive or difficult to interpret results. This has resulted in a need for an overarching methodology for assessing the effectiveness of DGBL. The present study took a first step in this direction by mapping current methods used for assessing the effectiveness of DGBL. Results showed that currently, comparison of results across studies and thus looking at effectiveness of DGBL on a more general level is problematic due to diversity in and suboptimal study designs. Variety in study design relates to three issues, namely different activities that are implemented in the control groups, different measures for assessing the effectiveness of DGBL and the use of different statistical techniques for analyzing learning outcomes. Suboptimal study designs are the result of variables confounding study results. Possible confounds that were brought forward in this review are elements that are added to the game as part of the educational intervention (e.g., required reading, debriefing session), instructor influences and practice effects when using the same test pre- and post-intervention. Lastly, incomplete information on the study design impedes replication of studies and thus falsification of study results.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in the potential of games as instructional tools in areas such as education, health and wellbeing, government, NGOs, corporate, defense, marketing and communication [1]. Considering that the development and implementation of digital game-based learning (DGBL) implies a substantial financial effort, there is an increasing need to determine the educational potential of DGBL in order to justify the investment [2, 3]. One major justification of this investment should be well-founded empirical evidence [2]. While in recent years, there has been an increasing number of publications aimed at assessing the effectiveness of DGBL, there is still a lack of sound empirical evidence [4]. The lack of an overarching methodology for effectiveness research on DGBL has led to the use of different outcome measures for assessing effectiveness [5], varying methods of data collection [6] and inconclusive or difficult to interpret results [7]. Moreover, questions have been raised regarding the validity of current effectiveness research on DGBL [2, 5, 8]. A common methodology for assessing the effectiveness of DGBL would firstly create the opportunity to compare results and thus the quality of the different educational interventions across studies. Secondly, claims regarding the effectiveness of DGBL could be made on a more general level. Lastly, a common methodology could set a baseline for quality, which could serve as an evaluation tool for published studies and as a starting point for researchers desiring to conduct an effectiveness study on DGBL. The present study aims at mapping current research methods used for effectiveness research on DGBL and is a first part of a larger project aimed at the development of a standardized procedure for assessing the effectiveness of DGBL.
1.1 Defining effectiveness of DGBL

Based on the projected primary learning outcomes, three types of DGBL can be distinguished aiming at knowledge transfer (cognitive learning outcomes), skill acquisition (skill-based learning outcomes) or attitudinal/behavioral change (affective learning outcomes) [9]. Games that primarily aim at knowledge transfer are typically implemented in education, in order to teach math [10] or language [11] for example. Digital games that primarily aim at skill acquisition are used for training, for example in a corporate or military context. Several studies have for instance examined the impact of playing games to practice managerial skills [12, 13]. Games aimed at attitudinal change are also used by governments and NGOs to raise awareness of a certain topic such as poverty [14]. Games aimed at behavioral change are typically found in the health sector, for example games promoting healthier food and physical activity to children [15]. Learning is, however, a multidimensional construct and while DGBL can primarily aim at a certain type of learning outcome, it can entail secondary learning outcomes. For instance, a game that primarily aims at teaching children English (cognitive learning outcomes) can also result in a more positive attitude towards learning English or English as a subject (affective learning outcomes).

According to O’Neill et al. [5] effectiveness of DGBL can be defined in terms of 1) intensity and longevity of engagement with a game 2) commercial success of a game and 3) acquisition of knowledge and skills as a result of the implementation of a game as an instructional medium. In the current study, we will focus on the third aspect, and more specifically on the acquisition of knowledge. The effectiveness of DGBL as an instructional medium firstly consists of first order learning effects, referring to a direct influence on knowledge, skills, attitudes or behavior. This is typically assessed by looking at changes between pre- and post-game measurements [3]. A second aspect of effectiveness of DGBL is transfer, referring to the application of the learning content to real world situations [16]. This is typically assessed gathering data in the field, such as key performance indicators or by organizing a follow-up test [3]. As mentioned before, primary learning outcomes can entail certain secondary learning outcomes (e.g., a game that aims at teaching math skills can also lead to a more positive attitude towards math). In the case of educational interventions, especially when choosing for DGBL, motivation is often a secondary learning outcome one wishes to attain. Motivation is a necessary prerequisite to ensure that learners actually learn something. When they are not motivated, the chance of failing of an educational program will increase [17]. Moreover, according to Kozma [18], medium and learning content are inherently connected, implying that characteristics of the medium can influence the learning outcome. The power of games to intrinsically motivate players to engage in the activity (i.e., performing the activity in itself and for itself [19]) has been considered as an important aspect of games which can benefit learning [20]. More specifically, intrinsic motivation for performing an activity is associated with higher levels of enjoyment, interest, performance, higher quality of learning and a heightened self-esteem [21]. This type of motivation, however, is often assumed in the context of gaming, but is not always a reality. Especially in the context of DGBL, players can be extrinsically motivated to participate, referring to engaging in the activity as a result of external coercion. However, extrinsic motivation can be nuanced and subdivided in different types, depending on the extent to which their regulation is autonomous. The least autonomous form of extrinsic motivation is external regulation, which refers to an activity that is performed in order to receive a reward or avoid some negative contingency. An example of external regulation is engaging in DGBL in order to receive extra credits for a certain class. A more autonomous form of extrinsic motivation is introjected regulation and refers to an activity that is performed out of a sense of guilt or obligation or a need to prove something. Engaging in DGBL in a classroom context out of fear of negatively being evaluated by the teacher is an example of introjected regulation. The second most autonomous form of extrinsic motivation is identified regulation which refers to the performing of an activity, because the action or the outcome is accepted as personally important. An example of this type of regulation is engaging in DGBL for programming, because it will help the player to achieve his goal of becoming a programmer. Integrated regulation is the most autonomous type of external motivation and refers to regulations that are fully assimilated to the self and are consistent with other goals and values. For instance, when a pupil engages in DGBL in a school context, because he/she wants to be a good student, is an example of integrated regulation. These different types of extrinsic motivation are also associated with different outcomes and experiences. More specifically, higher levels of autonomy of extrinsic motivation result in higher levels of engagement, performance, higher quality of learning and lower levels of dropout. How autonomous the external motivation is, depends on the level of internalization of regulations or...
values. Internalization of regulation and values can, however, be stimulated by the feeling of relatedness with significant others modeling or valuing a certain behavior. Perceived competence (i.e. self-efficacy) and the experience of autonomy (i.e. feeling of volition) [21] also play an important role in this internalization process.

2. Evaluation of educational interventions

Educational evaluation aims at describing and explaining experiences of students and teachers and judging the effectiveness of education [22]. Two types of evaluation can be distinguished: formative and summative evaluation. Formative evaluation aims at detecting areas for improvement, thus evaluating the process, whereas summative evaluation aims at determining to what extent an educational intervention was successful, thus judging its effectiveness [23]. While summative evaluation can occur independently, formative evaluation cannot occur without a summative evaluation [24].

Educational evaluation is not the same as educational research which requires more rigorous standards of reliability and validity [25]. Educational research can be conducted in two ways: by using a naturalistic design, describing an ongoing process in its natural setting, mostly by using observations or by using an experimental design which evaluates the impact of an educational intervention on its desired learning outcomes. DGBL effectiveness research should thus strive for more rigorous standards of validity and reliability in order to be considered as educational research, which underlines the need for defining standards.

3. DGBL effectiveness studies

The most implemented designs in DGBL effectiveness studies are quasi-experimental and survey design. A study of Chen and O’Neill [5] has shown that in most empirical studies on DGBL effectiveness, no pre-test of knowledge is implemented. According to Clark [2] the absence of a pre-test of knowledge is problematic, because differences in learning outcomes could be due to knowledge differences between individuals or groups at the start of the intervention. Consequently, this can lead to an overestimation of the instructional effect.

Moreover, when control groups are included in the studies, often no educational activity is implemented in the control group [5, 8]. According to Hays [8] the comparison to a control group, which does not receive an intervention or does not engage in educational exercises, is problematic in this type of research because, again, it might lead to an overestimation of the beneficial effects of DGBL. This is also supported by Clark [2] who states that one of the major motivations for the use of DGBL should be the justification of the investment made and should thus be compared to viable and less expensive alternative ways to teach the same knowledge and skills. According to Clark [2], this comparison should also be made on motivational aspects, and more specifically on motivation to learn through the game-based approach compared to other instructional programs.

Questionnaires are typically used to assess the motivational aspects of DGBL, gauging the motivations of participants for learning via the intervention received and their interest in participation [26]. Questions have been raised by several authors in the field about the validity of these measures [27] considering student opinion on for example learning and motivation has previously been found to be unreliable and conflicting with direct measures [2]. Suggestions have been made towards physiological or behavioral measures (e.g., eye-tracking, skin conductance), because data can be collected during game play in a more controlled manner [27]. Furthermore, motivation as a construct in the context of DGBL effectiveness research needs to be further examined since questions can be raised on whether definitions of motivation in different studies truly represent motivation or other constructs [27]. Further, questionnaires are also implemented to assess other affective outcomes, such as attitudes [27].

Some studies use in-game assessment – referred to as stealth assessment – which is a technique that aims at accurately and dynamically measuring the player’s progress, analyzing the player’s competencies at various levels during game play [28]. Using technology, which strategies the player uses to solve certain problems can for instance be assessed in the game, giving the researcher information on the learner’s progress [29]. Finally, qualitative methods such as interviews (e.g., attitudes before game play, player experiences after game play) and observation (e.g. behavioural performance after playing game, decision making and emotional reactions during game play) have also been used in the context of effectiveness studies of DGBL [3].
4. Method

In the present study the Cochrane method was used to carry out our systematic literature review [30]. This review method has its origins in health research and aims to study the effectiveness of interventions for prevention, treatment and rehabilitation. According to Cochrane, for dimensions of study characteristics can be distinguished: 1) participants (e.g., characteristics of the sample involved), 2) intervention (e.g., contents, format, timings and treatment lengths, intervention(s) in control group(s)), 3) methods (e.g., applied research methods) and 4) outcome measures (e.g., instruments used to measure a certain outcome) and results.

For this review, we only included studies that implemented games which primarily aim at cognitive learning outcomes, considering the different types of learning outcomes require different types of assessment and thus resist categorization in one research taxonomy [31]. Search engines used for our review were Web of Knowledge, EBSCO Host and the International Bibliography of the Social Sciences. The following search string was used: “((Edu* OR serious OR learn* OR digital game based learning) AND ((dig* OR video OR computer) AND game) AND (assess* OR effect* OR measur*))”. This search identified 54 publications dealing with effectiveness of DGBL aimed at cognitive learning outcomes. Criteria for inclusion were that (1) the publications were peer-reviewed journal and conference publications between 2000 and 2012 (2) the focus was on digital games and (2) a pre-post design with a control group was used. According to Campbell et al. [32], a pre-post control group design is the best design to assess learning considering that a pre-test offers the opportunity to measure progress and a control group ensures us that this progress is not due to a mere lapse of time. Eight studies had a post-only design with a control group and 21 studies had a pre-post design without a control group which were all excluded. Eventually, 25 studies with a pre-post design and control group were considered eligible for analysis.

A quantitative content analysis was conducted using SPSS. The codebook for this analysis was created by coding the methods and procedures sections in the studies both deductively (fixed dimensions of study design based on Cochrane) and inductively (methods and elements belonging to dimensions of the study design) in nVivo. Open coding was used for identifying different methods and creating labels (e.g., randomization of subjects, randomization of classrooms, matching of participants). Subsequently, axial coding was used for creating categories by relating labels to each other representing different elements of the study design (e.g., assignment of participants). Lastly, the categories were assigned to the different dimensions of the study design as defined by Cochrane.

5. Results

5.1. Participants

Inclusion criteria for participation in the studies were mostly school-related (e.g., ‘majoring in math and science). Other studies included a certain subgroup, including participants based on ability (e.g., low achievers), socioeconomic status (SES) or a certain health condition. Twenty percent did not specify inclusion criteria used for participants (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Inclusion criteria (N = 25)  Figure 2. Recruitment of participants (N = 25)
Participants were mostly recruited in schools and by using existing databases. One study recruited based on voluntary participation and 3 studies did not specify how participants were recruited (Fig. 2).

The average sample size of participants in studies reviewed was 220 (SD = 284, Mdn = 100), with a minimum of 6 and a maximum of 1274 participants. A minimum of 6 participants spread over several conditions is a remarkably low sample size when carrying out statistical analyses and making certain claims regarding the effectiveness of that particular game, let alone generalizing claims on DGBL effectiveness based on the results of that particular study. Although not all the studies reported the number of participants included by group (8% did not), our results showed that when reported the average number of participants was 105 (SD = 163, Mdn = 46), with a minimum of 2 and a maximum of 758 participants in the experimental and 84 (SD = 92, Mdn = 45) with a minimum of 2 and a maximum of 347 in the control group. Although four studies reported participants’ mean age, most studies defined subjects based on types of people, such as ‘university students’. Sixty-five per cent of the studies included children, 24% teenagers and 12% young adults (Fig. 3).

5.2. Intervention

In the majority of the studies (64%) DGBL was implemented in a formal context (e.g., in school during school hours), 8% in an informal context (e.g., home setting) and 12% in a semi-formal context referring to an implementation in a formal institution, such as a school, but where gameplay occurred outside of school hours (Fig. 4). Sixteen per cent did not specify the context of play and 56% did not specify the gameplay composition. Twenty-four per cent let participants play individually, 4% individually in competition, 24% cooperatively and 4% in a cooperative competition, meaning groups of participants played together against other groups of participants. One study implemented all for gameplay conditions (Fig. 5). Results of the latter study showed that game play composition influences learning outcomes. More specifically, individual gameplay leads to a significantly better performance. Therefore, 56% studies failing to report on game play composition is problematic.
Games were either implemented as a stand-alone intervention (28%) or were embedded in a larger program (48%). Forty per cent of the studies did not report on the presence of an instructor, referring to a teacher or researcher present during gameplay. In 56% of the studies an instructor was reported to be present: 5 studies included a teacher as an instructor, 4 studies a researcher, 2 studies university students and 3 studies did not specify the type of instructor present during gameplay. One study did not include any instructor. Several studies implemented the game as a supplement of a course. However, half of these provided extra time for the experimental group to interact with the game in addition to the courses thus spending additional time with the learning content, leading to confounding effects. Twenty-four per cent did not specify implementation. Table 1 shows an overview of program specifications. While it could be beneficial for DGBL to add elements to the intervention in order to enhance its effectiveness, for the purpose of research aiming at examining whether or not a specific game is effective leads to certain issues. More specifically, these could lead to confounding effects making it impossible for the researcher to know if the positive effects in favor of DGBL were the result of the game as such or the combination of the game with other elements. This is especially problematic when elements containing substantive information regarding the learning content of the game (e.g. extra material, required reading) are added to the DGBL intervention.

Table 1. Specifications of games embedded in a larger program (N = 11)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program specifications</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Examples from studies reviewed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>An introduction concerning game content and gameplay was provided by an instructor. This does not refer to an in-game introduction</td>
<td>...basic instruction in the area of daily economics...Next, the students were shown how to play the game in order to achieve the stated objectives [24a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training of participants before intervention</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>A training session before the intervention was provided</td>
<td>...children were introduced to a ‘treasure hunt game’ to allow them to develop the skills necessary to navigate in the virtual world of the computer [3a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra material</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Extra material such as articles, extra exercises, extra reading material, etc. were freely available</td>
<td>...two classroom instructors, the study guide, their fellow classmates, referenced publications,... [16a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online platform</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>The game was part of a larger educational online platform</td>
<td>Two vocabulary web sites .... Vocabulary games were also available [25a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game task formulation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Certain tasks were formulated during gameplay</td>
<td>The students worked together to play the game and synthesize their answers [24a]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The participants were expected to read next to gameplay... [1a]

The Computer Science teachers were present in order to provide procedural help to the students, without, however, being actively involved [15a]

...instructional discussion between the students and the teacher while the students were playing the game [5a]

After teaching to both groups all required concepts in a regular classroom... a regular set of exercises was given as homework for two weeks to the students of both groups, while students from the test group, apart from the regular exercises interacted with the game during same period of time [13a]

Once a play event finished, the instructor held a traditional 45-minute ‘discussion section’ with the students [17a]

The average implementation period was 9 weeks (SD = 6.7, Mdn = 6), with a minimum of 1 day and a maximum of 23 weeks. Average total interaction time with the game is 12.4 hours (SD = 14.8, M = 9), with a minimum of 30 minutes and a maximum of 64 hours. Experimental groups (EG) were compared to a control group (CG) that either included participants that did not get an intervention (24%), got an intervention using another instructional approach (56%), or were compared to several control groups, combining both (16%). One study did not provide any information on interventions implemented in the CG. Table 2 gives an overview of interventions implemented in the control group(s). Thirty-two per cent of the studies reported on how similarity of content in the intervention in the EG and CG was achieved, 24% did not report on this and 12% used dissimilar interventions regarding content. The latter is problematic, considering that in order to make claims on the added value of the DGBL intervention, it should be compared to another educational intervention, covering the same content and preferably instructional techniques with the digital game aspect being the only difference.

Table 2. Interventions in control group (N = 25)
5.3. Method

All studies implemented a quantitative research approach, 32% combined this with qualitative research such as observation, interviews and diaries. However, only 3 studies coded their qualitative data.

All studies reviewed implemented an experimental design. All studies implemented a between-subjects design, with the exception of one study that implemented a within-subjects design, where the game-based group also served as a control group (by implementing traditional classroom teaching before midterm exams and implementing the DGBL intervention before the final exams). Forty-four per cent used a randomized controlled trial; 24% randomly assigned subjects while 20% randomly assigned classrooms to one of the conditions. Twelve per cent did not randomly assign participants to experimental and control group(s), but ‘matched’ participants in groups based on

Figure 6. Assignment of participants to conditions
certain characteristics such as previous test scores, and 44% did not specify on group assignment of participants (Fig. 6).

5.4. Measures

Twenty per cent of the studies reviewed only implemented tests developed by the researchers and 24% used school tests or exams (‘student achievement’) as an accuracy measure. Two studies (8%) used both test scores and student achievement as an accuracy measure. Less than half (44%) implemented standardized tests, six of these (55%) only used standardized tests while 5 studies (45%) combined standardized tests with tests developed by the researchers. Table 3 gives an overview of measures used in the studies. Thirty-six per cent of the studies reported on how scoring on tests occurred. Three studies (12%) included an independent coder, of which two controlled for inter-rater reliability. One study used several, non-independent coders to control for inter-rater reliability.

Table 3. Measures used for determining effectiveness (N = 25)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective measurements</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test scores</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Absolute test scores of a test developed for the study or a standardized test that has been implemented in the study. The Civics and Society test (CST) was developed using materials provided by the textbook publisher [33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student achievement</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Student achievement in the formal context (e.g., exam scores). …the outcome performance on the midterm examination served as a comparison matched-control, while the outcome performance on the final examination represented the post-digital game-based examination test group. [6a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time measurements</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Time spent on finishing tests. Time taken to complete the challenge was recorded. [34]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjective measurements</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-measurements</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy topic</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Self-efficacy concerning the topic of the game. I’m confident I can understand the basic concepts taught in this course, I believe I will receive an excellent grade in this class [33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measure</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy general</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Self-efficacy on a more general level (e.g., academic achievement)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived educational value</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Perceived educational value of the intervention …questionnaires…in the experimental group in order to evaluate the online resources in terms of their design and effectiveness in helping them learn vocabulary [11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Motivation towards educational intervention Motivation towards learning via a certain intervention the degree to which they found that the application: (1) was interesting, (2) was enjoyable, (3) was engaging [15a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation towards learning/educational content</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Motivation towards the actual educational content and not to the way it was delivered Motivated Strategies for Learning Questionnaire [24a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Measures for attitudes towards school …instrument designed to assess children’s attitudes toward primary school [12a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes towards school</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Measures for attitudes towards school …instrument designed to assess children’s attitudes toward primary school [12a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher expectations</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Teachers’ expectation of change In the pretest, teachers must indicate changes expected…In the post-test, teachers must identify positive and negative changes perceived in the dimensions indicated in the pretest… [19a]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Twenty-eight per cent did not report on the similarity between the pre- and post-test measurements. Forty per cent employed the same test before and after the intervention, 8% changed the sequence of the questions and 8% used a similar test (e.g., other questions with the same type and difficulty levels). The latter did not report on how similarity of parallel tests was assessed. Sixteen per cent used a dissimilar pre- and post-test, such as midterm exam scores and final exam scores. Two studies also implemented a mid-test and for studies a follow-up test. Assessing the lasting effect is, however, important considering that short-term interventions with a new medium can yield a novelty effect, overestimating the instructional value.

Different statistical techniques can be distinguished for quantifying learning outcomes. The larger part of the studies (76%) did a check on pre-existing differences between experimental and control treatments. Different statistical techniques can be distinguished for quantifying learning outcomes. The larger part of the studies (76%) did a check on pre-existing differences between experimental and control treatments.
group(s) and 36% of the studies included in this review reported on effect size. Table 4 shows how analysis of tests occurred.

Table 4. Data-analysis (N = 25)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data-analysis</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Examples from studies reviewed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between groups comparison of difference scores</td>
<td>The difference (e.g., gain scores or percentage of improvement) between pre- and post-test scores are calculated and used as dependent variable in a between groups comparison (e.g., anova, t-test)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>…paired-samples t tests were conducted to compare the treatment and control gain scores from pre-test to post-test…[8a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute test scores comparison</td>
<td>Differences between experimental and control group are calculated separately for the pre-test (controlling for pre-existing differences) and the post-test scores (e.g., anova, t-test).</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>…the independent samples t-test was applied to examine whether the differences between the mean scores of the control and experimental groups in the pre-test and post-test were statistically significant [25a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test scores as covariate between subjects</td>
<td>Between groups comparison of absolute post-test scores, controlling for initial levels of ability adding pre-test scores as a covariate</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>A 2 x 2 between-groups analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was conducted to assess the effectiveness of the interventions on students’ computer memory knowledge. The independent variables were: (a) the type of intervention, which included two levels (gaming application, non-gaming application), and (b) gender. The dependent variable consisted of scores on the post-test CMKT. Students’ scores on the pre-test CMKT served as a covariate in this analysis, to control for eventual pre-existing differences between the groups [15a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between groups comparison with repeated measures</td>
<td>Interaction between time (pre-test and post-test) and group (EG and CG) are calculated (e.g., mixed Anova)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>The NTPS scores were analyzed using a two-way mixed design ANOVA, in which instructional treatment was a between-subject factor, while measurement occasion was a within-subject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Repeated measures within subjects

A repeated measures for pre-test and post-test score are calculated separately for experimental and control group(s)

1 4

Significant gains were found in the games console group for both accuracy and speed of calculations, while results for the two comparison groups were mixed...The comparison groups showed in significant gains in any area of self-perceptions [11a]

Other

Within subjects design: testing whether or not increased upward shift of scores on pre- and post-tests is statistically significant

1 4

Though the means and the highest scores remained similar, the lowest score shifted from 53.06% on midterm examination to 57.84% on final examination (post–digital game based outcome). This increased positive upward shift was statistically significant at P 5 .04 [6a]

Not specified

Results are discussed without describing the data-analysis methods

1 4

6. Summary

Table 5 gives an overview of the main differences across studies regarding study design. These elements could serve as a foundation for the development of an overarching methodology for assessing effectiveness of DGBL, examining which elements and which ways of execution lead to more reliable and generalizing results on DGBL effectiveness.

Table 5. Summary of main differences across studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect of study design</th>
<th>Main differences across studies (N=25)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>Large variety in sample size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reporting on types of people included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention</td>
<td>Activity implemented in control group(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stand-alone intervention vs. embedment in a larger program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variety of elements present in larger program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Presence of / role of / type of intermediary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>Randomization of subjects/classrooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use of matching in different ways for assigning participants to conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Addition of qualitative data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. Discussion

The present study indicates that comparison of the results of studies and the making of generalizing claims on DGBL effectiveness is difficult as a result of diversity in study designs, some of which are suboptimal.

Variety in study design is a result of three issues. A first issue is that different activities are implemented in the control group(s). The interpretation of the contribution of the intervention to the EG does, however, depend on the activities performed in the CG [9]. Considering that intervention in the CG can influence results and interventions implemented in CG differed across studies, comparison between study results becomes problematic. A second issue regarding variety in study designs is the different measures that are used for assessing effectiveness. While motivation is considered as an important element in DGBL effectiveness, it is not always assessed. When motivation is assessed, the type of motivation measured and timings of measurement differed across studies. The first type of motivation is motivation toward the educational intervention, gauging for engagement and/or enjoyment during game play and is thus a situational component. This is typically related to measuring concepts as enjoyment, fun and immersion. This is, however, somewhat problematic considering this often implies that the motivation for playing games in the context of DGBL is personal motivation or motivation enabled by the game. As mentioned before, engaging in DGBL is mostly the result of external coercion. To become engaged, a player thus firstly needs to be motivated. In turn, to experience enjoyment and immersion, the player needs to be engaged. [36]. A suggestion made by Schønau-Fog and Bjørner [36] in that respect is assessing the desire to continue playing, investigating the basal level of engagement. The second type of motivation, motivation towards learning or the educational content, however, is seen as an outcome of the intervention. Therefore, it would be interesting to use this measure as a proxy for effectiveness of the educational intervention, considering this could point to a higher interest in the content matter. Consequently, a combination of both types of motivation would be recommended. The development of a validated scale for assessing these types of motivation is therefore an interesting venue for further research.

A third issue is that different statistical techniques are used for quantifying learning outcomes, either comparing gain scores of EG and CG, comparing post-test scores of both groups using pre-test scores as a covariate or using a mixed design, looking at the interaction of time (pre- and post-test) and group (EG, CG). Other studies only compared post-scores, after checking whether the EG differed significantly from the CG on the pre-test. There has been previous discussion in the academic field on how to analyze data of a pre-post control group design [37]. While the use of gain scores has been criticized as being less reliable than using raw scores, it can be used under certain conditions (i.e., pre-test and post-test scores do not have equal variances and equal reliability). These scores cannot, however, be correlated with other variables in the sample. A mixed design would lead to the same results as comparing gain scores [38]. According to several authors, an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) with pre-test scores as a covariate, is a more preferable method [32, 38]. In the context of randomized controlled trials, ANCOVA reduces error variance and in the context of nonrandomized designs, it adjusts mean scores of the post-test to differences between groups on pre-test scores [38].

Suboptimal study designs are a result of confounding variables influencing the results, leading to insecurity about whether or not the effects found can be attributed to the game-based intervention or other elements added to the intervention during implementation. Confounds should therefore be eliminated as much as possible [39]. There are three types of confounding elements that can be distinguished in the DGBL study design. A first possible confound is the addition of elements to the game used for the intervention. The DGBL intervention is either implemented as a stand-alone intervention or is embedded in a larger program. When embedded in a program, elements of the program differed across studies as well (e.g., introduction, debriefing, extra material, required
reading, etc.). The researcher can therefore not know if positive findings are the result of playing the game or the combination of the game with for instance exercises in a textbook, unless this is added as an additional condition to the study (e.g., game, game + textbook, control). A second possible confound is the presence of an instructor. If an instructor was present, the type of instructor (i.e., researcher, teacher, student) and the role of the instructor (i.e., supervision, procedural help, guidance) differed across studies as well. Having a teacher as an instructor in a study can, however, result in less control and as a result, confounding variables [7, 40]. Moreover, the presence of an instructor can lead to instructor influences. For instance, a study conducted by Brom et al. [7] has shown that significant findings in one experimental group compared to its matched control group could not be found in another experimental group compared to its matched control group due to teacher influences. Further, offering procedural help or guidance can again lead to an overestimation of the instructional effect of the DGBL intervention [41].

A third possible confound are practice effects when the same test is implemented pre- and post-intervention. When taking an achievement/intelligence test for the second time, participants will automatically do better, even if the intervention would not have taken place. According to Crawford et al. [42] this is due to retention of specific test material by the participants. Other studies used similar tests, meaning these consisted of questions of the same type and difficulty level. While practice effects can still occur using a parallel version of a test at different points in time (e.g., pre- and post-test), these generally tend to be smaller [43]. The studies in the review that used parallel tests pre- and post-intervention did not specify how this similarity was assessed however. An example on how this could be done, can be found in a study conducted by Nuñez Castellar et al. [10] for instance, where similarity of two parallel versions of a test is assessed by providing one half of the participants with version A and the other half with parallel version B in the pre-test and vice versa. Non-significant differences on the pre-test then refer to comparability of version A and B. Other studies also used dissimilar tests, when for example student achievement in school (e.g., exam scores) was used as a measure. This seems problematic, considering assumptions on the comparability of both tests cannot be made, making any significant achievement gains possibly invalid.

Lastly, there are also replication issues with certain studies due to missing information on multiple areas of the study. A detailed description of the procedure is necessary in order to provide other researchers the opportunity to falsify obtained results [44]. Most information is missing on implementation of the intervention, sampling, similarity of the different interventions when other educational interventions are implemented in the control group(s) and information on the tests implemented. The latter two also bring doubt to the validity of certain study results. Information on how similarity between different conditions is attained, is necessary for the reader of an academic publication to know whether different groups were treated in the exact same way with the manipulation (e.g., DGBL intervention) being the only difference considering this is a prerequisite for making conclusions on the effect of the manipulation [39]. Creating comparable conditions is, however, a challenge considering that comparing interactive media content in a game with for instance an oral class given by a teacher is difficult. A suggestion made by Clark [2] in that respect is the implementation of similar instructional techniques (e.g. drill and practice, scaffolding) in the control condition. Consequently, differences in learning outcomes can be attributed to the added value of the medium.

Missing information on the tests that are implemented is also problematic, considering that a general problem in this research area seems to be that test development does not always happen thoroughly enough, again raising questions on their validity [7, 40]. When a test is developed by the researchers, little information is provided on the instruments. For instance, there is often no information on whether or not these tests were piloted. This is important information to provide, however, considering educational research requires rigorous standards of reliability and validity, implying that tests developed by researchers should be piloted and include checks on their internal consistency [25]. Further, objective tests, subjective tests or a combination of both are used for assessing learning outcomes. The mere use of subjective tests such as self-efficacy is considered as problematic, considering student opinion on learning has previously been found to be unreliable and conflicting with direct measures, questioning their validity [2].

8. Limitations and future research
The selection and coding of publications was conducted by one researcher, which can be considered a limitation of this study. This study is also limited to digital games aimed at cognitive learning outcomes. Further research should thus be conducted on methodologies used in digital games aimed at skill acquisition and behavioral or attitudinal change.

An interesting area for future research is exploring the possibilities for the development of an overarching methodology to measure effectiveness of DGBL. Further research should therefore firstly focus on the development of an evaluation framework for assessing effectiveness of DGBL in order to develop a common methodology. To be able to develop this evaluation framework, a clear definition of effectiveness in the context of DGBL should be formulated. Considering that there are a lot of stakeholders involved in this field (e.g., game designers, game researchers, adopters and governmental institutions providing funding), this definition should not solely be based on literature reviews, but should also include the conceptualization of effectiveness by these different stakeholders. Moreover, both relevant stakeholders and experts in the methodology field (i.e., educational research and experimental methodology) should be involved in the development of a common methodology in order to find a balance between an ideal research design in terms of validity and what is practically possible.

Lastly, some issues have been raised on confounding elements by implementing the game in a larger program. Empirical evidence on the possible impact of these elements in the context of DGBL research is, to the best of our knowledge, scarce. Therefore, further research on the impact of several factors such as support by intermediaries, program elements and extra material provided, is required.
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